
14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14
1 min

18

50 seconds

18

50 seconds

18

50 seconds

18
10

14

22

12

12

24
50 seconds

Dips with arms up on step 
HS hold against wall

3x thru

1/2 push ups with 2 second hold

Wall Sit

Squat Jumps

Wall Sit

Lunge Switches
Stair runs 

3x thru

Circuit #3 Arms/Shoulders

Push Ups

Down Down Up Ups (begin in push up)

Wide arm push ups

Candlestick jump up to stick

Arch Rocks

Hollow pulses

Top 1/2 hollow pulse

Lower 1/2 hollow pulse

Top 1/2 arch up

Lower 1/2 arch up
Plank Hold 

3x thru

Circuit #2 Legs Endurance

Frog Jumps

Wall Sit

Straddle ups with hand touch in front 

LEVEL 5
Track days and workouts in the spaces provided

Circuit #1 Core/Shaping

Sit-Ups with lift to the ceiling 

Arch Ups



30 sec

and wrists

15 sec

15 sec

30 sec

Cat stretch-lean right, left, center 15 sec each

30 sec

30 sec

30 sec

15 sec

toes flexed 15 sec

Piked toe point holds 10 sec

30 sec

20

10 each

20 sec each

Straddle stretch right, left,center with 20 sec each

 chest down, back flat, toes flexed

30 sec

15 sec each

30 sec

15 sec each

30 sec

15 sec

10 sec each

15 sec

Tuck and roll x 3, roll up to a stand

Bridge- feet elevated if possible

               -windmills

LEVEL 5
Mark the dates that you have done the flexibility skills

Head/Neck rolls- forward, side to side,

Shoulders- arm circles

Straddle stretch right, left,center with

    stretch-seated with fingers forward

               -seated with fingers backward

Pike- standing, fingers forward

                         fingers backward

       -Seated, toes pointed

        -5 pulses, hold 5th

Toe rises- both feet, full extension

               -right foot then left foot

Bridge- Right then left leg up 

  chest down, back flat, toes pointed

Wishbone- square hip, straight line

Right side triangle, lunge,

Right side split

Left side triangle, lunge

Left side split

Bridge- shoulders over, legs tight


